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Tail shapes lead to different propulsive
mechanisms in the body/caudal fin
undulation of fish

Jialei Song1, Yong Zhong2, Ruxu Du2, Ling Yin1 and
Yang Ding3

Abstract

In this paper, we investigate the hydrodynamics of swimmers with three caudal fins: a round one corresponding to

snakehead fish (Channidae), an indented one corresponding to saithe (Pollachius virens), and a lunate one corresponding

to tuna (Thunnus thynnus). A direct numerical simulation (DNS) approach with a self-propelled fish model was adopted.

The simulation results show that the caudal fin transitions from a pushing/suction combined propulsive mechanism to a

suction-dominated propulsive mechanism with increasing aspect ratio (AR). Interestingly, different from a previous

finding that suction-based propulsion leads to high efficiency in animal swimming, this study shows that the utilization

of suction-based propulsion by a high-AR caudal fin reduces swimming efficiency. Therefore, the suction-based propulsive

mechanism does not necessarily lead to high efficiency, while other factors might play a role. Further analysis shows that

the large lateral momentum transferred to the flow due to the high depth of the high-AR caudal fin leads to the lowest

efficiency despite the most significant suction.
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Introduction

The geometry of the fish caudal fin exhibits a wide
range of diversities, varying from concave to convex
on the trailing edge. It is usually associated with a
suitable undulation mode: fish using the anguilliform
mode have the caudal fin with a low aspect ratio,
while those using the thunniform mode have the
caudal fin with a high aspect ratio.1 As efficient swim-
ming greatly benefits fish growth and productivity,
the pursuit of high efficiency is one of the evolution-
arily optimal parameters for the fish caudal fin.
Optimal morphologies for periodic body/caudal fin
(BCF) propulsions were previously identified from
previous hydromechanical theories and verified exper-
imentally.2–4 It was proposed that the typical body
shapes of tunas and their relatives were the optimal
morphology since a high-aspect-ratio crescent-shape
caudal fin could increase thrust and a narrow caudal
peduncle in front of the caudal fin could reduce power
consumption.3–7 Comparison with a rectangular tail
showed that a curved leading edge, as in lunate tails,
resulted in a reduced thrust contribution from the
leading edge suction for the same total thrust.8

When studying the idealized heaving and pitching

motion of plates with three different shapes, Li et
al. showed that the tuna-tail-like forked plate was
efficient, while a mildly forked plate (similar to the
carp caudal fin) generated large thrust.9 Van Buren
used the digital particle velocimetry (DPIV) technique
to quantify the flow field and found that as the trail-
ing edge shape changed from convex to concave, the
efficiency as well as the thrust decreased significant-
ly.10 Feilich et al. used a mechanically-actuated flap-
ping foil model to study how the shape and caudal
peduncle depth affect different aspects of swimming
performance. They found that there was no single
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optimal foil exhibiting the highest performance in all

metrics.11

All the aforementioned studies utilized simplified

isolated caudal fins and ignored the interaction

between the body and the caudal fin. Since the flow

incident on the caudal fin is in large part determined

by the movement of the body in front of it, an isolated

caudal fin without a body component may not accu-

rately model caudal fin hydrodynamics in freely

swimming fish. Borazjani et al. reconstructed a fish

swimming model by including both the body and

caudal fin to investigate the effect of body form and

kinematics on the fluid dynamics of undulatory swim-

ming.12 They revealed that no combination of undu-

latory forms (carangiform and anguilliform) and

body forms (mackerel and lamprey) achieves the

highest speed or highest efficiency in all flow regions

(viscous to inertial). Matta et al. tethered the robotic

tuna in a circulating water tunnel and studied the

performance of rectangular, elliptical and back-

swept caudal fins with same area and aspect ratio.

They found that the swept fin generated greatest

thrust and best stabilised the leading edge vortex on

the caudal fin. Liu et al. further included median fins

as well as the body in the model and discovered that

the body-fin and fin-fin interactions enhance thrust

production in swimming.13,14

In this paper, we aim to create a fish model with

both the body and caudal fin to investigate the effect

of the tail shape on the hydrodynamics of undulatory

swimming. Utilizing a self-propelled fish model with
the same body shape and undulatory kinematics, we
study three typical geometries of caudal fins: round,
indented and lunate shape, which correspond to the
tails of snakehead fish (Channidae), saithe (Pollachius
virens) and tuna (Thunnus thynnus), respectively.

Materials and methods

Kinematics reconstruction

The morphology of the fish model used in this
study originates from a fish-like autonomous under-
water vehicle (AUV) designed in a laboratory15

(Figure 1(a)). This fish-like AUV utilizes a stream-
lined body shape (NACA0012 from the top view)
and is propelled by a novel wire-driven approach. It
possesses high performance in terms of cruising speed
and efficiency compared with other fish-like robots.16–
19 The pectoral fin pair in the robot fish used to con-
trol the body pitch is trimmed out, as it is usually
closely pressed against the body of real fish.20 Only
the body and caudal fin are included in the model in
this study (Figure 1(b)). In order to study the perfor-
mance of different caudal fin shapes for the aforemen-
tioned robot fish optimization and target solely on the
fluid dynamic basis of caudal fins, the shape of the
body is the same for the three swimmers in this study,
but different caudal fins are used: I) a round one
corresponding to snakehead fish (Channidae); II) an
indented one corresponding to saithe (Pollachius

Figure 1. Illustration of the fish-like AUV and the geometry created based on it. (a) Fish-like AUV component illustration and its
swimming behavior in water.15 (b) The lateral view and top view of the model. (c) Three different caudal fins and their corresponding
fish species.
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virens); and III) a lunate one corresponding to tuna
(Thunnus thynnus) (Figure 1(c)). These fins are of the
same surface area S¼ 0.271 and same length
lc ¼ 0:209, but of different values on height hc,

aspect ratio AR ¼ h2c=S, first moment of the area

r̂1 ¼
Z

rdS=S, and second moment of the area r̂2
2 ¼Z

r2dS=S (r is the distance from the peduncle)

(Figure 1(c) and Table 1).
The prespecified kinematics for the body/caudal fin

follows the model of Borazjani et al.,12 which is in the
form of a backward traveling wave, with the wave
amplitude varying from the head to the tail of the fish:

hðl; tÞ ¼ aðlÞsinðkl� xtÞ (1)

where h(l, t) is the lateral excursion of the body at
time t; l is the axial direction measured from the
head (l¼ 0) to the fish tail tip (l¼L); a(l)
¼a0 þ a1lþ a2l

2 is the amplitude envelope of lateral
motion as a function of axial location l; k is the wave
number of the body undulations k ¼ 2p=k, with k
being the wavelength; and x is the angular frequency,
with x ¼ 2pf, where f is the tail beat frequency. In
this study, the body length is scaled to unity, i.e.,
L¼ 1. The parameters are carefully determined
based on the experimental data6,12,21–23 and listed in
Table 2. The amplitude of the tail tip is A ¼ 0:1L.

Numerical method

A fluid solver based on a second-order accurate sharp
interface immersed-boundary method is used to
model the dynamics of the viscous and incompressible
flow around the swimmers.24,25 This method has been
used by us to simulate the fluid dynamics of low to
intermediate Reynolds number flow, such as hum-
mingbird flight26,27 and fish swimming.28,29 The
method employs a multi-dimensional ghost-cell meth-
odology to satisfy the boundary conditions on the
immersed boundary and it is a method for addressing
fluid dynamics problems with largely displaced

moving boundaries.18,19 The complex immersed
body surfaces are represented by grids consisting of
unstructured triangular elements and the flow is com-
puted with the non-uniform Cartesian grids. In addi-
tion, this numerical method has also been successfully
used by other researchers to investigate the hydrody-
namics of fish swimming.14,30 The governing equa-
tions of the flow are:

r � u ¼ 0 (2)

@u

@t
þ ðu � rÞu ¼ � 1

q
rpþ �Du (3)

where u denotes the velocity vector and q and � are
the density and kinematic viscosity of water, respec-
tively. The non-uniform Cartesian grid covers the
entire computational domain, including both the
fluid region and the solid body. A standard second-
order central difference scheme is used to discretize all
the spatial derivatives at the nodes located in the bulk
flow region. The incompressible momentum equation
is integrated in time using a variation of Chorin’s
projection method which consists of three sub-steps.
In the first sub-step, an advection–diffusion equation
is solved in the absence of the pressure, and an inter-
mediate velocity field, u�i , is obtained. In this step,
both the nonlinear advection terms and the viscous
terms are discretized using the Crank–Nicolson
scheme to improve the numerical stability. The dis-
crete equation is written as

u�i � uni
Dt

þ 1

2

dðUjuiÞ�
dxj

þ dðUjuiÞn
dxj

" #

¼ �

2

d
dxj

du�i
dxj

� �
þ d
dxj

duni
dxj

� �� �
(4)

where Uj is the velocity discretized at the face center of
a computational cell, and d

dxj
represents a finite-

difference approximation of the spatial derivative
using a second-order central scheme. The three com-
ponents of the face-centered velocity,Uj, is obtained by
computing the linear average of uj along the j-direc-
tion. The nonlinear algebraic system is solved by a
successive substitution approach. That is, the system
(4) is first linearized with U�

j computed from available
u�i and held constant, and then the entire linear system
is iterated for once using the Gauss–Seidel method
before U�

j is updated for the next iteration.
In the second sub-step, a projection function is

solved as an approximation of the pressure,

d
dxj

dpnþ1

dxj

 !
¼ q

Dt

dU�
j

dxj
(5)

and an inhomogeneous Neumann boundary condi-
tion is imposed at all boundaries. The Poisson

Table 1. The geometrical parameters of the three caudal fins
considered in this study.

Tail type S lc hc AR r̂1 r̂2
2

Round 0.0271 0.209 0.161 0.96 0.122 0.0182

Indented 0.0271 0.209 0.231 1.97 0.116 0.0161

Lunate 0.0271 0.209 0.375 5.19 0.085 0.0092

Table 2. Parameters that define the traveling wave of the
swimmer middle line.

Parameter a0 a1 a2 amax x k k

Value 0.02 �0.08 0.16 0.1 6p 2.1p 0.95

Song et al. 3



equation (5) is solved with a multi-grid solver. Once
the pressure is obtained, the cell-centered velocity is
updated as

unþ1
i ¼ u�i �

Dt
q
dpnþ1

dxi
(6)

and the final face-centered velocity, Unþ1
i , is updated

by averaging unþ1
i along the j-direction.

The fluid-solid interface is represented by a set of
Lagrangian marker points and 3-node triangular ele-
ments. To implement the boundary conditions at the
interface, “ghost nodes” outside the fluid region are
defined at each time step, at which the flow variables
are extrapolated.24,31 To suppress the numerical oscil-
lations that may happen when solving a moving-
boundary problem, “hybrid nodes” are defined
inside the fluid region, at which the flow variables
are weighted averages between the interpolated solu-
tion and the solution to the Navier–Stokes equations.

After the flow field is solved, the force exerting on
the swimmer is computed by integrating the pressure
and shear stress with

F ¼ �
Z
@B

ð�pnþ sÞdS (7)

where @B is the entire surface, n is the unit normal
vector of surface pointing out of the fluid volume, and
s is the shear stress acting on the surface.

In this study, the fluid-body interaction is included
by implementing the loose coupling (LC-FSI) explicit
projection method.12 The translational motion of
each swimmer’s center of mass is obtained by solving
the equation of Newton’s second law of motion:

M
dU

dt
¼ F (8)

dr

dt
¼ U (9)

where M is the mass of the swimmer, U is the velocity
vector of the center of mass (CoM), F is the integra-
tive force vector and r is the displacement of CoM of
the swimmer. As the absence of the dorsal and anal
fins in current model might exaggerate the rotation of
the swimmer,32,33 and introduction of rotation also
cause the non-unidirectional motion, the rotation
kinematics of the swimmer is constrained in this
study. The Eq. 8 and 9 are solved using the second
order Runge-Kutta method to maintain the overall
second-order accuracy of the solver.

The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition is
less than 0.5 in the entire domain throughout the
simulation. The fluid solver was validated for
flapping-wing simulations against both experimental
and simulation data.34 Aside from the validations of

the algorithm on a more complex geometry, such as
hummingbird flapping against an experimental mea-
surement.26,27 we further ran the self-propelled swim-
ming and compare the cruising speed as well as the
non-dimensional side power C0

p ¼ P=qU3
0L

2, using
the same geometry and kinematics of mackerel fish
from Borazjani & Sotiropoulos’s paper.12 The scaled
average velocity U� ¼ U=U� in the present study is
1.01, which is similar to 0.98 in Borazjani &
Sotiropoulos’s paper with a difference of 3.2%.12

Regarding to the non-dimensional side power C0
p, the

comparison of in cruising swimming against Borazjani
& Sotiropoulos’s plot is shown in Figure 2(b).

Simulation setup

A triangular unstructured mesh is utilized to repre-
sent the fish surface, with the body having 4920 node
points and 9840 elements and the tail having 713 node
points and 1320 elements. The computational domain
is discretized by a static nonuniform Cartesian grid.
The entire domain size is 7L� 5L� 4L, which is large
enough to obtain converged results based on test sim-
ulations with different domain sizes. The grid is the
finest in the region around the fish model, with the
resolution in each dimension D¼ 1/150, and this
region size is 1:6L� 0:6L� 0:6L; the grid is stretched
to a relatively low resolution in the region far away
from the model with a stretching ratio less than 1.2
(Figure 3). The total number of grids in the compu-
tational domain is 10.2 million. A frame of the com-
putational domain is also shown in Figure 3, with X,
Y and Z denoting the streamwise, lateral and vertical
directions, respectively. The inlet on the left is set as
the constant velocity boundary condition; the outlet
on the right is set as the zero gradient boundary con-
dition for both the velocity and pressure; and other
boundaries are set as zero-stress boundary conditions
to approximate infinitely far boundaries. The fish
model surface is set under the no-slip and no-
penetration boundary conditions. Two other resolu-
tions in the fine mesh region are used for the mesh
convergence study: 1) a coarse mesh: D¼ 1/120; 2) a

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
t/T

0

0.01

0.02

0.03

C
P0

Borazjani 2010
Present

Figure 2. The validation of the non-dimensional side power
C0
p with Borazjani & Sotiropoulos’s data (Figure 6(b) in refer-

ence12) C0
p of seven cycles were digitized and then put together

(red square). The present data (black triange) is from the last
cycle when the cycle average speed became steady.
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fine mesh: D¼ 1/200. For the freely swimming case,
both final equilibrium speeds differ by only less than

0.5% from the baseline simulation on both the coarse
and fine mesh; by contrast, the difference in average
nondimensional thrusts produced by the tail is less

than 3.0% (Table 3 and Figure 4). In this study, the
Reynolds number is defined by the tail flapping veloc-
ity: Rei ¼ 4fAL=��4000. The Strouhal number St ¼
Uf=A in this study cannot be prespecified initially due
to the unknown final coasting speed U. MPI parallel
computing with 48 cores is adopted.

In the self-propelled model, the swimmers should
travel over a long distance to reach a status equivalent
to the static one, which requires a long and fine res-

olution in the streamwise dimension. To shorten the
fine resolution length in the streamwise direction, a
nonzero velocity close to the final equilibrium speed is

set at the inlet: Ui ¼ 1:3L=s. The velocity over time is
shown in Figure 5(a). Please note that such simulation
setup can’t guarantee the initial process is physically

reasonable. Fortunately, when the swimmer reaches
the steady coasting, the hydrodynamics is the same as
swimming in a quiescent fluid flow with a simple

Galilean transformation. The final coasting speed
U ¼ Ui �U0, and the St of the round, indented and
lunate fins is 0.423, 0.420 and 0.465, respectively.

Besides the forward motion, the swimmer in the sim-
ulation also exhibits a slight sideways motions. The
mean lateral velocity is 0.04L/s, which is about two
orders of magnitude smaller than the forward

velocity.

Efficiency

The quasi-propulsive efficiency gq is utilized in this

study, which represents the efficiency of the entire

swimmer. gq is defined as the ratio of the power

needed to tow a body in the rigid-straight condition

to the power needed for self-propulsion:35

gq ¼
D0U

Pin
(10)

where D0 ¼ 1
2CD0qU2Sf is the drag experienced by a

rigid-straight body with front area Sf at speed U and

Pin is the power input over the entire body

Pin ¼
Z
Sentire

f � vdS. To obtain the drag on the rigid-

straight body, a series of fixed-body simulations are

run with varied incoming flow for U ranging from 1.2

to 2.1 with an interval of 0.3. The original data and

the fit curve are shown in Figure 5(b). By spline inter-

polation, we can obtain the drag on the straight body

at a certain speed U for the gq calculation.

Results and discussions

Pressure distribution

As the caudal fin moves laterally, the stoss surface

pushes away the fluid on the same side, increasing

the pressure on the stoss surface of the fin.

Meanwhile, the lee surface creates a ‘pseudo-

vacuum’, forming a low-pressure region pulling the

fluid nearby to fill it. We set the pressure of static

fluid in the far field to zero; then, pushing fluid

causes positive pressure, while pulling causes negative

pressure. The first column in Figure 6 shows the pres-

sure increase on the stoss side at t/T¼ 0.20, at which

time the pressure difference across the caudal fin Dp
peaks. For the round caudal fin, the fluid adjacent to

the stoss surface has a strong stagnation effect under

high pressure; in addition, the first moment r̂1 and

second moment r̂2
2 of the round caudal fin are the

largest, theoretically further increasing the pressure

on the stoss side, as they are related to the velocity

between the caudal fin and water. Therefore, pstoss of

the round fin is the largest among the three, while the

lunate fin has the lowest pressure increase on the stoss

side (Figure 6). On the lee side, the lateral movement

of the fin causes a low-pressure region on the entire

surface due to suction (Figure 7). Moreover, the for-

mation of the strong leading edge vortex further

decreases the pressure around the edge. As shown in

the second column of Figure 6, the suction effect is

strongest on the lunate fin. The pressure difference

between the stoss side and lee side Dp contributes to

the manifestation of propulsion. The last column in

Figure 6 shows the pressure difference distribution Dp
of these three caudal fins. Significant Dp is shown on

Figure 3. The simulation configuration and the nonuniform
Cartesian grid distribution in the computational domain.

Table 3. The average equilibrium speed and thrust variation
under three different mesh resolutions. �VX is the average
cruising speed, �CX is the average thrust coefficient on the tail,
d�VX and d�CX are the difference percentages with respect to
values in the baseline case.

Parameter �VX d�VX
�CX d�CX

Baseline 1.428 – 0.291 –

Coarse 1.434 0.42% 0.283 2.7%

Fine 1.424 0.28% 0.298 2.4%

Song et al. 5



almost the entire caudal fin except at the trailing edge

for all three geometries.
Figure 8 shows the integration of the pressure

difference across the caudal fin DCp ¼Z
S

DpdS=ð0:5qU2SÞ and the pressure integration on

its right surface Cpr and left surfaces Cpl in one

cycle. In the first half-cycle, the caudal fin moves

from left to right. The right side is the stoss side,

and the left side is the lee side. The push-based

force on the stoss side is the largest on the round fin

and the weakest on the lunate fin (Figure 8(b)), while

the suction-based force on the lee side is the strongest

on the lunate fin and the weakest on the round fin

(Figure 8(c)). In order to consolidate our findings, we

introduce two complementary caudal fins with the

same area but different aspect ratios (see Appendix

1). The aspect ratios of them are 1.34 and 3.39, respec-

tively. The DCp values of the five fins are of similar

amplitude (Figure 8(a)), indicating similar propulsion

of the swimmers. Interestingly, the intrinsic mechanism

for this propulsion varies. To evaluate the significance

of the pushing-based and suction-based mechanisms

quantitatively, we compare the values of Cpr (push-
ing-based effect) and Cpl (suction-based effect) at
time t=T ¼ 0:2, when the propulsion is the strongest.
The suction effects of these five fins with increasing AR
contribute 50.8%, 55.8%, 58.1%, 67.8% and 74.2% of
the pressure difference, respectively.

Aspect ratio/suction portion and efficiency

Despite the fact that the shape of the leading edge/
trailing edge also affects the hydrodynamics of the
caudal fin,8 the leading edge vortex attachments on
these caudal fins are similar.36 Thus, we attribute the
differences between the hydrodynamics of the caudal
fins to the AR. As is shown in Figure 9(a), the suction
portion of the force on the caudal fin increases with
its AR. The suction is mainly caused by the presence
of the leading edge vertex attached to the lee side. As
the AR increases, the strength of the leading edge
increases as well, thus strengthening the overall suc-
tion effect of the leading edge vortex. Figure 9(b)
shows the efficiency gq variation with the caudal fin
aspect ratio. We can see that the swimming efficiency
decreases with the suction portion. This is consistent
with the experimental measurement on a flat plate at
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. (a) The locomotion speed over time until equilibrium is reached for the three swimmers (the inlet velocity is set as 1.3 L/s).
(b) The drag coefficient of a rigid-straight swimmer as a function of its speed.
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Figure 4. Mesh convergence study. A comparison of the final swimming speed VX (a) and the caudal fin force CX;tail (b) at equilibrium
under the three meshes.
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Figure 6. Pressure distribution at t=T ¼ 0:20, when the pressure difference is the largest. First column: pressure on the stoss
surface; second column: pressure on the lee surface; third column: the pressure difference.

Figure 7. Vortex structure on the tail at t=T ¼ 0:2 and contoured by the nondimensional pressure p=p0 (p0 ¼ 0:5qð2fAÞ2).
(a) Round fin, (b) indented fin, and (c) lunate fin.
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Re¼ 6000 and 10,000, which showed that a convex fin

with a smaller AR is relatively more efficient.10 By

contrast, when studying the propulsion mechanism

of lamprey and jellyfish, Gemmell revealed that ani-

mals could pull themselves through the water by suc-

tion, and this suction-based propulsion is more

efficient than the pushing-based mechanism.37 In the

study of Gemmell et al., the propulsive mechanism of

lampreys and jellyfish is altered by spinal transect,

which maintains the geometry but changes the kine-

matics. The controlled lampreys exhibited coordinat-

ed wave-like body kinematics that traveled along the

length of the animal, while the spinally transected

specimens generated a standing wave of lateral body

displacement.37

Following the same mathematical model used by

Gemmell et al., the pressure on the caudal fin is

decomposed into two categories: the low pressure

that pulls the surface of swimmers and the high pres-

sure that pushes the surface.37 The “pull” and “push”

effect drives the locomotion in the swimming direc-

tion X while causing resistance in the lateral direction.

The efficiency is calculated using the equation:

gopt ¼
TX;optU

TX;optUþ Plat;opt
(11)

where TX denotes the thrust, Plat denotes the power

consumed due to lateral movement, and the second

subscript ’opt’ represents a ‘pull’, a ‘push’ or their

combined effect with regard to their efficiencies.

Figure 10(a) shows the power coefficients variation

in one cycle of the indented fin due to a ‘pull’, a

‘push’ and their combination for the indented fin

case. The efficiencies of the ‘pull’ or ‘push’ effects

are calculated and shown in Table 4. The push effi-

ciency is larger than the pull efficiency for all three

fins. As the AR of the caudal fin increases, the effi-

ciency of its ‘pull’ and ‘push’ mechanism decreases.

This indicates that the efficiency of the suction-based

mechanism is not necessarily larger than that of the

push-based one. The efficiency g in Gemmell’s paper

can be rewritten as

g ¼ 1

1þ
Z
S

~f � ~vdS
(12)

where the nondimensional ~f ¼ fY � S=TX, for which S

is caudal fin area and nondimensional ~v ¼ v=U, for

which fY and v are the lateral force and velocity dis-

tributions, respectively. Here, we omit the second sub-

script for brevity. The efficiency is merely dependent
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Figure 9. The correlation between the suction portion on the tail and the tail aspect ratio. (b) The swimming efficiency gq as a
function of the suction portion.
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Figure 8. Time course of the pressure integration on the caudal fin of the swimmers at the baseline undulatory amplitude.
(a) Pressure differences; (b) pressure on the right side of the fin; (c) flipped pressure on the left side of the fin.
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on the multiplication of ~f and ~v. From Figure 6, we

can see that the ‘pull’ contribution is posterior to the

‘push’ contribution on the caudal fin. As the velocity

of each location on the tail increases posterior, the

multiplication of ~f and ~v becomes larger for the

‘pull’ effect, resulting in a lower efficiency g.

Flux behind the fish

As has been suggested in other studies, the muscle

activity and kinematics, particularly the tail-beat

amplitude and frequency control, might help in main-

taining a high swimming efficiency,38–40 which was

manifested in the strength and orientation of tail

vortex rings.41 The vorticity xZ on the horizontal

plane transecting the middle of fish is shown in

Figure 11. The vortex oblique angle, which is the

angle between the left shed vortex and right shed

vortex, was estimated based on this xZ to be equal

to h ¼ 34�; 36�, and 18� for round, indented and

lunate caudal fins, respectively. For the 2D foil, a

large h indicates excessive lateral momentum trans-

ferred to the flow, which contributes little to the

thrust. As a result, a high vortex oblique angle h
shows the disadvantage relative to the swimming effi-

ciency. However, because the heights of these caudal

fins are different, the overall lateral momentum trans-

ferred to the flow no longer follows the 2D

prediction.
Figure 12 shows xX as well as the lateral velocity VY

on this plane. The xX plot shows that the vortex ring

of the round fin is more confined, while the lunate fin

case has the widest vortex ring. Within the vortex ring,

a large lateral flow is introduced. Figure 12(d) shows

the lateral velocity profile of VY. For the round and

indented fins, the peak value of VY is large, which

indicates the large vortex angle on the middle horizon-

tal plane. Meanwhile, the peak value of the lunate fin is

only approximately half of that of the round and

indented fins, which is the reason why the vortex

angle of the lunate fin is the smallest. The net flux in

the lateral direction of the lunate fin swimmer is the

largest (0.135 L2=s), while that of the round fin swim-

mer is the smallest (0.057 L2=s). Therefore, the direct

manifestation of the low efficiency of the lunate fin is

the large lateral momentum flux due to the large height

of the caudal fin. A similar phenomenon was observed

when an elliptical plate was simulated at different

Strouhal numbers (St), with a small vortex oblique

angle corresponding to low efficiency.42

Body-fin interaction

With the presence of body before the caudal fin, the

body-fin interaction is significant.13,43 As shown in

Figure 13, the vortex resulting from the posterior

body (PBV) moves around the peduncle due to the

pressure difference between two sides of body, and

the leading edge vortex (LEV) is also generated on

the anterior part of the fin. The interaction of PBV

strengthens the LEV produced by the caudal fin. The

characteristics is of the same pattern for all three

caudal fins and similar to the finding in reference.13

Meanwhile, the vortex shed in body boundary (BBV)

due to the high curvature of the body also interact

with the LEV. Since the chord length transected on

this plane varies with different tail, the contribution

of BBV to the LEV might change with different tail.

As the leading edge vortex attributes to the suction

effect, the body-fin interaction might intensify the

suction-based propulsion mechanism regarding to

this point. In addition, the body undulation transfers

the lateral momentum to the flow and such flow

Table 4. The efficiency g of the three caudal fins as a result of
the ‘pull’ effect, the ‘push’ effect and their combined effect.

Tail type gPull gPush gOverall

Round 0.330 0.348 0.338

Indented 0.329 0.347 0.336

Lunate 0.291 0.310 0.297
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Figure 10. (a) The power coefficient variation in one cycle of tail beating. This figure shows the pull effect, the push effect and their
combination. Subscript ‘X’ denotes the swimming direction, and subscript ‘0’ denotes the total effect in both the swimming and lateral
directions. (b) The variation in tail efficiency g under the pull and push effects for different ARs.
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moves downward to the caudal fin.44 Depending on

the phase difference between the body and caudal fin,

such lateral momentum could either increase or

decrease the relative velocity between the caudal fin

and flow. Regarding to the surface distribution of the

caudal fin, the interaction with the lateral flow by the

round caudal fin is the strongest while the lunate fin

the weakest. Since all these differences of body-fin

Figure 12. xX and the lateral velocity on the YZ plane transecting the middle of the vortex ring. a) Round fin, b) indented fin, c)
lunate fin, and d) lateral velocity distribution on a straight line of a plane transecting the vortex ring vertically.

Figure 11. Flow field and xZ contour of the three swimmers. (a) Round fin, (b) indented fin, and (c) lunate fin.
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interaction originate from the shape of the caudal fin

in this study, the modeling of the hydrodynamics with

body and caudal have included such interactions and

we didn’t strip the body-fin interaction effect from

other effects due to caudal fin shape.

Effect of the flapping amplitude and

undulatory mode

The lateral peak-to-peak displacement at the tip of

the caudal fins was approximately 0:2L and virtually

independent of the swimming speed in most fish.45 On

some occasions, the tip-to-tip amplitude of the fish

caudal fin ranged from 0:1L to 0:3L.46 In this study,

we also simulated the fluid dynamics of swimmers

with three caudal fins for A/L¼ 0.15. In addition,

we varied the wave number of the swimmers and sim-

ulated the kinematics with k ¼ 1:4 for A/L¼ 0.1 and

A/L¼ 0.15. When k ¼ 1:4, the undulatory mode

changed from the subcarangiform to thunniform,

which is usually utilized by fish with high-AR tails

in nature.1 For all four kinematics settings, the suc-

tion portion and AR followed a similar trend, e.g., an

increase in the AR led to a high suction portion

(Figure 14(a)). All four kinematics also showed that

the efficiency gq is reversely correlated to the suction

portion (Figure 14(b)). One theory shows that the

leading edge suction leads to a more significant

boundary-layer separation; thus, the adoption of the

suction mechanism might cause a low efficiency.8

Figure 13. Wake xZ generated on three swimmers on the plane with 0:06L shift from the middle plane at t/T¼ 0.2. (a) Round fin,
(b) indented fin, and (c) lunate fin.
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undulation wavelengths. (b) The swimming efficiency gq as a function of the suction portion for different tail beat amplitudes and
undulation wavelengths.
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Limitations

Adult fish usually swim in a flow regime where Re

ranges from 105 to 108 and inertial force dominates

the flow.46 However, we argue that the results are

qualitatively representative of real adult fish despite

the Re difference in current study. First, transition

from the viscous regime to the turbulent regime of

swimming fish occurs at an Re value of several thou-

sands according to a meta-analysis of fish swimming

data.47 Second, the swimmers in our study show an

inertia-dominated mode of swimming. In compari-

son, a fish with a larger Re will experience less drag,

and their St numbers will be smaller and efficiency

will be higher as well. In addition, the model in this

study includes only the body and caudal fin while

excluding the dorsal/anal fins. A previous study has

shown high-performance propulsion by utilizing com-

plex interactions among the dorsal, anal, and caudal

fins and the body.13 Hence, the inclusion of the

dorsal/anal fins might lead to slightly higher efficiency

than that presented in the current study. Because

these fins have ancillary roles, their hydrodynamic

effect is beyond the scope of this paper.

Conclusions

In this paper, we utilize a self-propelled fish model to

study the hydrodynamics of swimmers with three

caudal fin shapes: round, indented and lunate. The

simulation results show that their propulsion mecha-

nisms are different: the low-aspect-ratio round fin

uses a combined pushing/suction propulsive mecha-

nism; the high-aspect-ratio lunate fin uses a suction-

dominated propulsive mechanism; and the indented

fin, the aspect ratio of which is between those of the

previous two, uses a propulsive mechanism that is

also representative of a middle ground between the

previous two. Contrary to the findings from previous

studies on lamprey and jellyfish, the suction-based

mechanism is not prone to high efficiency; in fact,

the most suction-based mechanism leads to the

lowest efficiency and the least suction-based mecha-

nism lead to the highest efficiency.
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Appendix 1. Complementary caudal fins

As three caudal fins might provide faulty correlation

between AR, suction-based ratio and efficiency, two
complementary caudal fins are introduced to the

Song et al. 13



simulations. These two caudal fins are not selected
based on any prototype deliberately, but built accord-
ing to the existing three fins. One is the average geom-
etry between the round and indented caudal fins
(AR¼ 1.34) (Figure 15(a)); and the other one is

the average geometry between the indented and
lunate caudal fins (AR¼ 3.39)(Figure 15(b)). The
height of caudal fin hc is adjusted to maintain the
same area.

Figure 15. Two complementary caudal fins for a more rigorous relation between AR, suction-based ratio and efficiency. (a) Average
geometry between the round and indented caudal fins; (b) Average geometry between the indented and lunate caudal fins.
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